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Card.Advertisement Flatliners The phrase 'time of our lives' was probably first invented when you

were 12. What's more, it's one of those phrases that doesn't really resonate any more, but still makes
you remember why you had such a great time. Of course, if you were a 12-year-old girl trying to

impress your friends by walking on a bed of nails, some of the things that you did might have crossed
the line. If that's what you did, all is forgiven. In the 1990 sci-fi comedy Flatliners, most of the time is

spent at such a remove, you might easily not realise it's a comedy. The last time I watched, I was so
busy watching to see where the plot was going, I didn't really appreciate what was happening in the

story. After that you'll have to watch Flatliners to see what I mean. The cast is great, with the likes of
Rosanna Arquette, Kiefer Sutherland, Roseanne and Genie Francis. The story revolves around four

medical students who take an unorthodox approach to their studies. Basically, they'll try to kill
themselves to see if they really can, by agreeing to experiment on each other. John Doe (Kiefer

Sutherland) learns that the team's heart specialist, Duncan Cage, has a secret double life as an EKG
technician. Polly (Emma Thompson), the team's brain surgeon, has the most telling line in the whole

film: "I'd say the person who has the least amount of courage is the person on the front lines."
Advertisement Cage and Doe kill themselves, but are discovered by their two remaining team-mates,

who then turn on each other, accusing two of their team-mates of taking their last breaths. Cage,
whose wife and young daughter are injured, and the other team-mate get a happy ending with their
families. The third team-mate, a girl called Holly, dies in the end from a secretly-administered drug

overdose. If you're 12, you probably won't understand most of it. Especially Holly. And you probably
won't care. But it's an enjoyable film if you allow yourself to enjoy the good bits.21.5k SHARES
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new employees get more attention? - mrjango Here's the deal.We're a small company and we have a

lot of different departments and people, and sometimes it gets confusing. I was wondering if we
should split up the different roles in the company by department, or if we should just have one big

group?Thoughts? ====== Jeremy1026 We try to do it department by department, the way we do it is
we have individuals for each department (think of a freelance developer might have their own web

developer box, a QA team, etc.). But if the department head doesn't want to be isolated from the rest
of the group, we would bend the rules a bit and put one desk in the middle of the room for a

department head to sit at. We also have a "council" of the staff that all sit in a conference room and
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talk about company matters. Everyone has a voice, but it is more "quasi" democratic than formal
democracy (i.e. "Who's up for that project?") I think we try to keep the more isolated roles to a

minimum, but there are a lot of reasons to put them in a small office. The main one that comes to
mind for me is protecting the autonomy of a person so they don't get overwhelmed and shut down. If
the department head doesn't want to be bothered by randomly walking by on the way to a meeting or

wanting to chat, they don't have to talk to anyone. I would say, do what makes you feel most
comfortable. ------ jbpratt A big group in one room is probably the best way to go. Having people

spread throughout the offices makes it hard to effectively communicate because you can't always get
to the right person if they are in a different office. I work in an organization of about 400 people and

the way we operate is 3da54e8ca3
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